FreedomTaker
freedomtaker.com/
These documents are provided free of charge as a public service of
FreedomTaker.com for those who wish to oppose and resist unsafe and
unlawful "advanced" ...
Videos
IMPORTANT VIDEOS FROM OUTSIDE SOURCES Is America A Police...
Links and resources
... you to send links and contacts for us to ... EDUCATION...
Traffic stops
The notice wording below is ALL YOU SHOULD NEED in a traffic...
Canadian version.
DO THIS FIRST. INSTRUCTIONS FOR SENDING THE “NOTICE AND ...
FreedomTaker Philosophy
... FREEDOMTAKER PHILOSOPHY ... FREEDOMTAKER does not use...
notice of self defense
NOTICE OF SELF DEFENSE INSTRUCTIONS: There is no such thing...

FreedomTaker: DIY Smart Meter Replacement Kit w/ Tamper Kit and...
www.theeventchronicle.com/editors-pick/freedomtaker-diy-smart-meter-r
eplacement-kit-w-tamper-kit-and-legal-notice/
Apr 4, 2015 ... (FreedomTaker) Your “SMART METER” is a surveillance
device that monitors your “energy consumption behaviour” and it emits
biologically ...
Video: Smart meter removal kit: Replacing A Smart Meter With A ...
www.stormfront.org/forum/t971639/
Video: Smart meter removal kit: Replacing A Smart Meter With A Safe Analog
Meter: FreedomTaker.com Replacing A Smart Meter With A Safe .

8.1 Enforcing Federal Rights Against States and State Officials

http://www.federalpracticemanual.org/chapter8/section1

PEOPLE HAVE RIGHTS, PERSONS HAVE PRIVILEGES.
And that's because once a MAN signs up for a privilege, he becomes a PERSON.
Take health club membership for example. If you're a member, you're a
PERSON subject to club rules. It's the private CONTRACT that makes you
a person. Without that contract, you have inalienable rights. In the
contract, that contract over-rules those rights. I.e. you've become a
PERSON with privileges and can't call on the Public Law (Constitution)
to defend yourself, since you're in a PRIVATE contract.
Here are some such contracts: Birth Certificate, Residency status, and
even engaging in COMMERCE makes you a person subject to State's Public
Policy (Statutes and codes).

8.1 Enforcing Federal Rights Against States and State Officials
http://www.federalpracticemanual.org/chapter8/section1

GET IT? The Birth Certificate is a proof that you're a FEDERAL, 14th
Amendment US citizen. Without it, you're a state Citizen , national or
Inhabitant (whites are state Citizens, other colors aka races are
Inhabitants). And of course getting the BC is VOLUNTARY.
"Before 1921 the records of births and names of children were entered into
family bibles, as were the records of marriages and deaths. These records
were readily accepted by both the family and the law as "official" records.
Since 1921 the American people have been registering the births and names
of their children with the government of the state in which they are born,
even though there is no federal law requiring it. The state tells you that
registering your child's birth through the birth certificate serves as

proof that he/she was born in the United States , thereby making him/her
a United States Citizen."
And here's WHY:
Your birth certificate turns you into a CORPORATION on paper. That is why
they get away with taxing you federally. HJR 192 passed by FDR in 1933,
allowed for confiscation of gold, and the FED bought the debt of the United
States Corporation. The Fed said to US CORPORATION, "what are you going
to give me as collateral?" The UNITED STATES said, "here are all these
'human resources' around (US citizens), use them.'" 1933 was the first
year we started paying federal income tax.
Certified copy HJR 192PUBLIC LAW 10, CH.48,STAT 48-112-1.pdf
https://www.scribd.com/document/293704724/Certified-copy-HJR-192PUBLI
C-LAW-10-CH-48-STAT-48-112-1-pdf

